Root Words Activity—Tree Roots

Today your group will create a tree root for the root word you were assigned.

1. Get a piece of brown construction paper to use for your tree root.
2. Have a group member (or two) look up some words in the dictionary that contain that root word. Don’t forget to read the definition!
3. Another group member can start creating the tree root. Trace the outline of a root onto your piece of brown paper. The main root should have 3-4 branches.
4. Write the root word on the main branch of the root.
5. Write the meaning of the root word on a branch of the root.
6. Write words that contain the root word on the other branches of the root (check with your dictionary person for these words). Make sure you spell them correctly!
7. Make sure all group members’ names are somewhere on the root.
8. You will explain your root word to the class, including the example words you found (so know what they mean!).
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